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We propose to use chirped pulses propagating near a bandgap to remotely address quantum
emitters. We introduce a particular family of chirped pulses that dynamically self-compress to sub-
wavelength spot sizes during their evolution in a medium with a quadratic dispersion relation. We
analytically describe how the compression distance and width of the pulse can be tuned through its
initial parameters. We show that the interaction of such pulses with a quantum emitter is highly
sensitive to its position due to effective Landau-Zener processes induced by the pulse chirping. Our
results propose pulse engineering as a powerful control and probing tool in the field of quantum
emitters coupled to structured reservoirs.

An exciting platform in quantum optics, both in the
microwave [1–8], and the optical [9–19] regime, is ob-
tained by coupling quantum emitters to photonic struc-
tures where bandgaps and dispersion relations can be
engineered. In essence, these systems allow enhanc-
ing and tailoring sub-wavelength light-matter interaction
and bath-mediated coupling between quantum emitters.
There are multiple applications in the context of quan-
tum simulation [12, 13] and computation [4, 7, 15] as
well as in exploring unconventional quantum optics [1–
3, 5, 6, 8–11, 14, 16–19]. Most of these setups rely on, or
would benefit from, the possibility of electromagnetically
addressing individual quantum emitters. However, such
addressing can be challenging due to, for instance, in-
sufficient (e.g. sub-wavelength) separation between con-
tiguous emitters or to phase mismatch between outside
radiation and the electromagnetic modes of the structure.
Even in platforms where local probes are available, such
as superconducting circuits, these probes might introduce
unwanted decoherence and lack the flexibility that a fully
tuneable local probe could provide. A potential route
towards such individual addressing could be paved by
active electromagnetic engineering, where not only the
dispersion relation but also the time-dependent state of
the electromagnetic environment is tailored.

In this paper we explore the possibility of exploiting ac-
tive engineering in structured electromagnetic reservoirs.
In particular, we introduce a specific family of chirped
electromagnetic pulses and show that, in a medium dis-
playing a quadratic dispersion relation above a bandgap,
their free evolution causes them to dynamically self-
compress into a single, potentially sub-wavelength, spot.
Self-compression of chirped pulses using materials with
nonlinear electromagnetic response (e.g. with intrinsic
Kerr non-linearities) have been exploited before [20–
22]. In contrast, here we use non-linear dispersion re-
lations that can be engineered with linear lossless ma-
terials (e.g. photonic crystals). We then study the in-
teraction between these chirped pulses and a quantum
emitter, demonstrating the strong impact of the pulse
self-compression on the dynamics of the emitter. Specifi-

cally, a quantum emitter situated at the compression spot
is shown to display radically different dynamics than a
quantum emitter situated at any other position. Our re-
sults therefore suggest that chirped pulses in structured
electromagnetic media can be used to remotely address
individual quantum emitters within an array with sub-
wavelength separation (see Fig. 1(a) for a schematic rep-
resentation). While we discuss our results in the con-
text of structured photonic reservoirs, our results can be
extended to other implementations where bosonic exci-
tations propagating near a bandgap couple to quantum
emitters (e.g. phononic networks coupled to color centers
in diamond [23]).
More specifically, we consider an electromagnetic

medium extended along the z-axis displaying an energy
bandgap for electromagnetic modes propagating along z
with wavevector k = kez. The bandgap is character-
ized by a cutoff frequency ωc, below which there are no
z-propagating modes. We consider that for frequencies
ω & ωc the dispersion relation of the propagating modes
can be written as

ω(k) = ωc + v2

2ωc
k2. (1)

Here v is a dimensional parameter characterizing the
band curvature. We assume the z-propagating elec-
tromagnetic modes to be tightly confined in the trans-
verse (x, y) plane in order to increase the interaction
with quantum emitters, as discussed later. The prop-
agating electromagnetic modes for a given polarization
can then be described by a single mode index, namely
their longitudinal wavenumber k, and the single band
Eq. (1). As mentioned before, the considered electro-
magnetic medium can be implemented either in the mi-
crowave regime or in the optical regime.
In the medium defined above, we focus on the time

dynamics of a single component of the electric field as a
function of z evaluated at a given position in the trans-
verse plane, say (x0, y0). We label such scalar electric
field as E(z, t) = 2Re{E+(z, t)}. As discussed later,
E(z, t) is relevant to describe the electric-dipole inter-
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FIG. 1. (a) Quantum emitters embedded in an electro-
magnetic waveguide. A time-dependent driving applied at
the origin of the coordinate system creates a chirped self-
compressing electromagnetic pulse. At a time tf the pulse
becomes compressed at a distance df from the origin, reach-
ing a minimum width σf . Inset: Quadratic dispersion relation
of the waveguide. The distribution of the pulse wavenum-
ber along z is centered around k0 = 2π/λ0. (b) Spatial
profile of the electric field of the chirped pulse at different
times. The electric field is normalized by its maximum value
Emax = maxd,t E(d, t). (c) Mean frequency ω̄ and standard
deviation Sω (defined in the text) of the electric field pulse
as a function of the compression width σf . Parameters used:
ω0/ωc = 1.005, df/λ0 = 7.5, σf/λ0 = 0.21, φ = 0.

action with a quantum emitter placed at (x0, y0, z). The
first main result of this paper is to propose and pa-
rameterize a particular family of chirped electromagnetic
pulses that dynamically self-compress due to the disper-
sion relation given by Eq. (1). These pulses depend on
five real parameters (k0, df , σf , φ,N), defined below, and
can be written as

E+(z, t) ≡ |E+(z, t)|eiθ(z,t)eiφei(k0z−ω0t). (2)

Here k0 is the carrier wavenumber with corresponding
frequency ω0 ≡ ω(k0) and φ is a constant phase. The
amplitude of the pulse is given by

|E+(z, t)| ≡ N

kcσ(t) exp
[
−

σ2
f

2σ4(t)

(
z − vt

η

)2
]
, (3)

where kc ≡ ωc/v and η ≡ kc/k0. The time-dependent
pulse width is given by

σ(t) ≡ 4

√
σ4
f + s2(df , t)

k4
c

, (4)

where s(z, t) ≡ ηkcz − ωct is a spatio-temporal dimen-
sionless function, σf is the spot size and df the focal dis-
tance. The constant N is a pulse amplitude parameter.
The time-dependent phase in Eq. (2), which is responsi-
ble for the chirping, is given by

θ(z, t) ≡ −s(df , t)s
2(z, t)

2η2k4
cσ

4(t) + 1
2arctan

[
s(df , t)
k2
cσ

2
f

]
. (5)

The pulse E(z, t) is shown in Fig. 1(b) at four par-
ticular instants of time, taking k0 > 0 (it propagates
rightwards). At t = 0 the pulse, centered at z = 0,
is down-chirped, i.e. the wavelength at the front of the
pulse is larger than at its tail. As time increases, free evo-
lution in the quadratic dispersion relation induces self-
compression of the pulse. Specifically, the width σ(t)
in Eq. (4) becomes smaller following the decrease of the
function s(df , t). Maximum compression occurs at a spe-
cific time tf ≡ ηdf/v, where the width reaches its min-
imum σ(tf ) = σf and the spatial extension of the pulse
is minimized around a compression point z = df . At
this time, all the components of the pulse sync in phase,
namely θ(z, tf ) = 0. At latter times t > tf the pulse be-
comes up-chirped and it expands in size. In principle, the
compression distance df and width σf of the pulse can
be arbitrarily chosen, allowing for deep sub-wavelength
compression (σf � λ0 ≡ 2π/k0). In Fig. 1(c), we
show the mean frequency ω̄ ≡

∫
R
ωp(ω)dω and stan-

dard deviation Sω ≡ [
∫
R

(ω − ω̄)2p(ω)dω]1/2 of the pulse
at z = 0 as a function of the compression width σf ,
using p(ω) ≡ |Ẽ(0, ω)|/

∫
R
|Ẽ(0, ω)|dω with Ẽ(z, ω) ≡

(2π)−1/2 ∫
R
E(z, t) exp(−iωt)dt. Stronger compression

(lower σf ) requires higher mean pulse frequencies and
wider distributions in frequency space. We consider
hereafter sufficiently large spot sizes and small carrier
wavenumbers, say σf & 10−1λ0 and k0 . 10−1ωc/v, such
that the spectral properties of the pulse are consistent
with the assumptions considered (e.g. single quadratic
band approximation). The frequency distribution of the
pulse does not significantly depend on df .
One can show that E(z, t), as defined above, is consis-

tent within electrodynamics in the medium Eq. (1). In-
deed, E(z, t) has been constructed as a particular linear
combination of electromagnetic field modes, engineered
in analogy to the wave-packet contracting quantum dy-
namics of a massive particle evolving in free space, which
also displays a quadratic dispersion relation (see the sup-
plemental material in [24]). The chirped electromagnetic
pulses can be produced by driving the waveguide at a
given spatial position, say at z = 0. In [25] we provide
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two detailed examples of how the chirped pulses E(z, t)
can be engineered in a 3D hollow waveguide with per-
fectly conducting walls [26], a relevant system for circuit
quantum electrodynamics [27, 28], and in a multi-layer
photonic crystal.

Let us now address the interaction between the self-
compressing chirped pulse E(z, t) and a single quantum
emitter placed at the position (x0, y0, d). The quantum
emitter is first modelled as a qubit with electronic levels
{|g〉, |e〉} and transition frequency ωq. Its electric dipole
moment is assumed to point along the direction of the
component of the electric field considered in E(z, t). Ac-
cordingly, the Hamiltonian describing the electric-dipole
interaction of the qubit with the electromagnetic pulse is
given by

Ĥ

~
= ωq

2 σ̂z + Ω(d, t)
2 σ̂+ + Ω∗(d, t)

2 σ̂−, (6)

where Ω(d, t) ≡ −2degE(d, t)/~ is the time- and posi-
tion dependent Rabi coupling strength, deg is the dipole
matrix element of the qubit and ~ the reduced Planck
constant. We use the Pauli matrix operators for the
qubit levels σ̂z ≡ |e〉〈e| − |g〉〈g| and σ̂+ ≡ [σ̂−]† = |e〉〈g|.
The dynamics of the state of the qubit ρ̂(t) includ-
ing spontaneous emission with rate Γ are modeled with
the Born-Markov master equation ∂tρ̂ = (i~)−1[Ĥ, ρ̂] +
Γ(σ̂−ρ̂σ̂+ − [σ̂+σ̂−, ρ̂]+/2), which can be numerically
solved. We remark that the rotating wave approxima-
tion, namely using Ω(d, t) ≡ −2degE+(d, t)/~ in Eq. (6),
can be employed in the regime Ω0 � 2ωq where Ω0 ≡
maxd,t |Ω(d, t)|.
Let us analyze the dynamics of a qubit situated at po-

sition z = d, and which is initially in the ground state
ρ̂(0) = |g〉〈g|. Fig. 2(a) shows the excited state probabil-
ity pe(d, t) = tr [ρ̂(t) |e〉〈e|] as a function of time for differ-
ent positions d of the qubit. When the qubit is situated
at the compression distance (d = df ), the qubit is excited
when the pulse reaches it at t = tf and de-excited when
it travels further away. Hence, pe(df , t� tf ) ≈ 0. How-
ever, when the qubit is situated far from the compression
distance (|d−df | � σf ), it remains excited at long times
pe(d 6= df , t � tf ) ≈ 1. The interaction of the qubit
with the pulse happens at a timescale shorter than Γ−1

assuming usual spontaneous emission rates Γ/ωq . 10−4.
Fig. 2(b) shows the ground state population of the qubit
pg(d, t) = tr [ρ̂(t) |g〉〈g|] as a function of the position d of
the qubit, at a time τ(d) such that tf � τ(d) � Γ−1,
that is, after the interaction with the pulse but before
the decay of the qubit. As shown in [25], Fig. 2(b) does
not depend on Γ in the regime Γ/ωq . 10−5. The plot
shows different curves for different values of df and σf .
The ground-state population features a peak of height
one centered at the compression distance of the pulse
d = df that is narrower the smaller the value of σf . The
peak manifests that the self-compressing chirped pulse
prepares a position-dependent state with a spatial reso-

FIG. 2. (a) Excited state population of a qubit of frequency
ωq = ω0 as a function of time for different positions of the
qubit. We choose ω0/ωc = 1.005, Γ/ω0 = 10−6, df/λ0 = 18,
σf/λ0 = 0.35, Ω0/ωc = 0.038 and φ = 0. (b) Ground state
population of the qubit as a function of the on-axis distance
d from the origin, for different values of df and σf (see inset)
and at a time τ(d) = 2tf +ηd/v (see main text). For this panel
we fix ω0/ωc = 1.005 and Ω0/ωc = 0.038 (Ω0/ωc = 0.030) for
the curves with σf/λ0 = 0.35 (σf/λ0 = 0.5).

lution σq (the width of the probability peak) that, as fur-
ther discussed below, is given by σq/σf ≈ 1.34 and thus
can be smaller than λq ≡ 2πc/ωq. Hence, the proposed
self-compressing chirped pulses can be used to perform
remote sub-wavelength addressing of quantum emitters
with a resolution length scale given by σq ∝ σf .
The dynamics shown in Fig. 2 can be understood in

the context of Landau-Zener (LZ) processes [29, 30].
To this end, we consider the Hamiltonian Eq. (6) in
the rotating wave approximation and write Ω(d, t) ≡
g(d, t) exp [iϕ(d, t)], where both functions g(d, t) and
ϕ(d, t) are real and depend on the amplitude and phase of
the electromagnetic pulse, respectively. One then moves
to a rotating frame given by the unitary transformation
Û(t) = exp [−iϕ(d, t)σ̂z/2] , which converts the Hamilto-
nian (6) into

ĤLZ

~
=
(ω0

2 + ∆(d, t)
)
σ̂z + g(d, t)

2 (σ̂+ + σ̂−) , (7)

where ∆(d, t) ≡ ∂tϕ(d, t)/2 for ωq = ω0. In Eq. (7), the
qubit detuning ∆(d, t) (Rabi coupling g(d, t)) is time-
dependent due to the chirping (time-dependent ampli-
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FIG. 3. Population of the internal states of an oscillator
with anharmonicity α/ωq = −0.05 interacting with the pulse
as a function of the distance d to the center of the waveguide,
at a time τ(d) = 2tf + ηd/v such that tf � τ(d)� Γ−1 with
Γ/ωq = 10−6. Parameters used: ωq/ωc = ω0/ωc = 1.005,
df/λ0 = 18, σf/λ0 = 0.35, Ω0/ωc = 0.038, φ = 0.

tude) of the electromagnetic pulse. The results shown in
Fig. 2 can be explained in the dressed-state picture of
Eq. (7). As further illustrated in [25], within the time
interval at which the coupling g > 0 and hence an energy
gap opens between the dressed energies, the detuning ∆
undergoes a single change (two changes) of sign when-
ever the qubit is out of focus |d− df | � σf (on focus
|d− df | � σf ). In both regimes the process is adia-
batic. Consequently, the out-of-focus qubit goes forth
in the lower dressed-energy branch. Hence, after the
pulse has passed and the energy gap closes (g = 0), the
qubit ends up in the excited state. However, in the case
when the qubit is on-focus, it goes forth and back in the
lower dressed-energy branch, thus ending in the ground
state. For distances in the crossover regime |d−df | ≈ σf
the process includes non-adiabatic transitions as the gap
closes while the detuning changes sign. By comparing
the timescales at which ∆ changes sign and at which the
gap opens due to the coupling g, we can estimate and nu-
merically verify that the width of the peak in Fig. 2(b)
is given by the above-quoted value of σq/σf ≈ 1.34 [25].
Our results also holds for more complex quantum emit-

ters, such as the nonlinear harmonic oscillator that mod-
els a transmon qubit [31]. The Hamiltonian describing
the interaction of the quantum emitter with the chirped
electromagnetic field pulse is now given by

Ĥ

~
= ωqb̂

†b̂+ α

2

[
(b̂†b̂)2 − b̂†b̂

]
+ Ω(d, t)

2 b̂† + Ω∗(d, t)
2 b̂,

(8)
where b̂ (b̂†) is a bosonic annihilation (creation) oper-
ator, α is the anharmonicity coefficient, and Ω(d, t) =
−2dqE(d, t)/~, where dq is the dipole moment of the
anharmonic quantum emitter. One can then numer-
ically solve the Born-Markov master equation ∂tρ̂ =

(i~)−1[Ĥ, ρ̂] + Γ(b̂ρ̂b̂† − [b̂†b̂, ρ̂]+/2) in a truncated suf-
ficiently large Hilbert space. We assume the initial state
is ρ̂(0) = |0〉〈0|, where b̂†b̂|n〉 = n|n〉 with n = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
In Fig. 3 we plot the excitation probability of the state
|n〉, namely pn(t, d) ≡ 〈n|ρ̂(t)|n〉, as a function of d. The
population of the ground state features a peak around
the compression position of the pulse, analogously to the
two-level quantum emitter. Note that the asymmetry
of the electromagnetic pulse before and after the com-
pression distance is imprinted in the excited states of the
anharmonic quantum oscillator.
So far, we have analyzed the interaction of chirped

electromagnetic pulses with a single quantum emitter as
a function of its position in the waveguide. As shown
in [25], our results hold in the case of an ensemble of
many quantum emitters, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), in the
regime where the number of photons in the electromag-
netic pulse is much larger than the number of quantum
emitters and the single-photon coupling rate is weak. In
this regime, both the interactions between quantum emit-
ters and their backaction on the electromagnetic pulse,
i.e., the total field scattered by the emitters, can be ne-
glected. According to our conservative estimation in [25],
our results should hold for an ensemble of at least ≈ 10
qubits for the parameters used in Figs. 2 and 3. The
regime of few-photon pulses [32–34] or strongly coupled
quantum emitters, which is notably challenging to ap-
proach theoretically due to interesting emerging quantum
phenomena [35–38] is, in our opinion, a very interesting
direction for further research.
Our results are relevant in many platforms where

other options such as transverse driving are difficult
(e.g. photonic crystals surrounded by a band-gapped
medium), harmful (e.g. photodamage in hybrid metal-
dielectric waveguides), incapable of individual address-
ing (e.g. closely packed qubit ensembles), or the source
of unwanted decoherence (e.g. in superconducting cir-
cuits). The self-compressing behavior described in this
work only relies on free propagation in a quadratic dis-
persion relation, and is thus not specific to the electro-
magnetic field. An interesting outlook of our work is to
explore similar self-compressing dynamics in other sys-
tems with quadratic spectrum, collective quasiparticles
such as bulk plasmons [39] or exciton-polaritons [40, 41],
and even quantum technological platforms such as cavity
arrays [42] and atoms in optical lattices [43]. By provid-
ing new probing and controlling capabilities at the quan-
tum level, self-compressing pulses could thus become a
relevant asset for quantum technologies in the future.
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Supplemental Material

EXAMPLE: HOLLOW 3D WAVEGUIDE

Here we describe how to engineer the chirped self-
compressing pulse introduced in the main article in a
particular waveguide. We consider a hollow cylindrical
waveguide of radius R and infinitely extended along z
with perfect electric conducting walls [26]. The follow-
ing results are straightforwardly extended to waveguides
with other cross-sections.

Electromagnetic field modes

The electric and magnetic field operators in the waveg-
uide can be expanded in terms of the electromagnetic
field modes fα(r) and eigenfrequencies ωα, where α de-
notes a multi-index (to be specified below). In particular,
we have

Ê(r) = i
∑
α

√
~ωα
2ε0

[fα(r)âα −H.c.] , (S1)

B̂(r) =
∑
α

√
~

2ε0ωα
[∇× fα(r)âα + H.c.] , (S2)

where ε0 denotes the vacuum permittivity, ~ denotes the
reduced Planck constant, and

∑
α includes the sums (in-

tegrals) over discrete (continuous) indices. The creation
and annihilation operators, namely â†α and âα fulfill the
commutation relations [âα, â†α′ ] = δαα′ and [âα, âα′ ] =
[â†α, â

†
α′ ] = 0. Here δαα′ contains a Kronecker (Dirac)

delta for each discrete (continuous) index.
The electromagnetic field modes and eigenfrequencies

can be determined by solving the eigenmode equation

∇×∇× fα(r)− ε(r)ω
2
α

c2 fα(r) = 0, (S3)

where ε(r) = 1, and the boundary condition for perfect
electric conducting walls fα(r)× er = 0 at |r| = R. Here
c denotes the speed of light in vacuum and er denotes
the radial unit vector. It can be shown [44] that the
electromagnetic field modes split up into two families,
namely the transverse electric (s = TE) and the trans-
verse magnetic (s = TM) modes. The electric (mag-
netic) field of the TE (TM) modes is transverse to the
direction of propagation. Furthermore, the modes are
denoted by two discrete indices n ∈ N0 and m ∈ N
that characterize the azimuthal and radial distribution
of each mode respectively. The continuous index k ∈ R
denotes the projection of the wave-vector on the symme-
try axis of the waveguide and completes the multi-index
α ≡ (s, n,m, k) which uniquely characterises each mode
fα(r) = f snm(k; r).

The dispersion relation for the eigenfrequencies is given
by

ωα = ωsnm(k) ≡ c
√

(ksnm)2 + k2, (S4)

where kTM
nm ≡ pnm/R and kTE

nm ≡ qnm/R. The constants
pnm and qnm denote the m-th root of the n-th order
Bessel function of the first kind Jn(x) and the m-th root
of ∂xJn(x) respectively. Note that each tuple (s, n,m),
denoted as snm, characterises an energy band in k. Let us
now focus on the lowest TM band, namely TM01. The
modes in this band are characterized by a a non-zero
electric field component on axis. For modes with k .
ωc/(2v), the dispersion relation can be approximated by
the quadratic dispersion relation

ω(k) ≡ ωTM
01 (k) ≈ ωc + v2

2ωc
k2. (S5)

Here ωc ≡ cp01/R and v ≡ c. In this regime, the con-
tribution to the dispersion relation of the non-quadratic
terms is less than 1%. Note that higher-order (higher fre-
quency) bands can always be neglected for electromag-
netic modes whose frequencies are below the lower cutoff
of any such band, namely cpnm/R. Specifically, since the
lowest energy band above the TM01 band is the TM11
band, one can neglect any contribution from higher or-
der bands for modes with frequency ω < cp11/R. Note
that the above inequality can always be fulfilled for a suf-
ficiently small radius R. As shown later, the quadratic
approximation is satisfied if the pulse parameters satisfy
the condition (k0 + 2/σf ) . ωc/(2v).
Let us turn our attention to the corresponding electric

field operator. In particular, the expectation value of the
z-component of this operator evaluated on the axis of the
waveguide is given by

〈Êz(z, t)〉 = i

∫
R

√
~ω(k)

2ε0
[fz(k, z)〈âk(t)〉 −H.c.]dk,

(S6)
where the evolution of the operators â(k) ≡ âTM

01 (k) are
given by â(k; t) = â(k) exp[−iω(k)t]. Moreover,

fz(k, z) ≡ fTM
01 (k; z) · ez = iC

ω(k)e
ikz, (S7)

denotes the z-component of the corresponding field mode
along the symmetry axis. Here C is a real constant that
depends on the geometry of the waveguide. In particular,
for a cylindrical geometry,

C = ωc

R
√

2π2J2
1 (ωcR/c)

. (S8)
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Preparation of the chirped pulse

Let us assume that the modes of the waveguide are
prepared in a coherent state with an amplitude αk given
by

αk = Cα
√
ω(k)eiφe− 1

2σ
2
f (k−k0)2

ei
df

2k0
(k−k0)2

. (S9)

The amplitude α(k) is centered around k0 and has
a width given by 1/σf . Hence, the modes width a
wavenumber k ∈ [k0− 2/σf , k0 + 2/σf ] contribute to the
electric field. Here Cα is a dimensional constant that can
be related to the number of photons in the waveguide,
Nph, through

Nph = C2
α

√
π
c2
(

2k2
0σ

2
f + 1

)
+ 4σ2

fω
2
c

4σ3
fωc

. (S10)

Evaluating Eq. (S6) with this coherent state leads to
the definition of the chirped pulse E(z, t) introduced
in the main article. The pulse amplitude N defined
in the main text can then be related to Cα through
N = CαCkc

√
π~/ε0. The particular form of the am-

plitude α(k) has been chosen in analogy to the wave-
packet contracting quantum dynamics of a massive par-
ticle evolving in free space, which also follows a quadratic
dispersion relation. In particular, it is equivalent to the
momentum representation of the wavepacket that de-
scribes a massive particle with an additional initial imag-
inary phase that causes it to contract (see supplemental
material in [24]).

In order to prepare the considered chirped pulse, we
must prepare each mode of the waveguide with an ampli-
tude given by the multimode coherent state in Eq. (S9).
To this end, we apply a time-dependent driving at a point
z0 along the axis of the waveguide, that we set to z0 = 0.
The Hamiltonian of the driven waveguide is in that case

ĤD

~
=
∫
R

ω(k)â†(k)â(k)dk +D(t)â(z0) +D∗(t)â†(z0),

(S11)
Here D(t) is a complex function that describes the time-
dependent driving. The operators â†(z0) and â(z0) create
or annihilate a photon at the position z0, and are related
to the operators â(k) through

â(z0) = 1√
2π

∫
R

âke
ikz0dk. (S12)

To obtain the required driving function D(t), we cal-
culate the equations of motion for the expected values
〈â(k)〉 using the Hamiltonian Eq. (S11), and impose that
they are equal to the amplitudes in Eq. (S9) after the
driving pulse, i.e. at times such that D(t) = 0. Un-
der the assumption that the driving function D(t) is ex-
tended over a sufficiently long time interval, we obtain

a condition for the driving in spectral representation,
i.e., for the Fourier transform of the driving function
D(t), D̃(ω) ≡ (2π)−1 ∫

R
D(t) exp(−iωt)dt. Specifically,

the driving D̃(ω) has to fulfill the condition

D̃(ω(k)) = iα∗(k). (S13)

Since ω(k) is a continuous function with an image in
[ωc,∞), this condition fixes the value of the driving for
the relevant frequencies ω ≥ ωc.
Since the Fourier transform of the driving D(t) is

proportional to the momentum distribution of the en-
gineered pulse (see Eq. (S13)), it displays similar prop-
erties as the ones discussed in Figure 1(c) in the main
text, namely it contains components of increasingly high
frequency for increasingly compressed pulses (i.e. for
smaller values of σf ). Such high frequency components
increase the experimental demands required to engineer
the driving pulse, ultimately limiting the compression
capabilities. To estimate these limitations, we calcu-
late the electric field profile obtained by removing its
high-frequency components above an upper cutoff ωr,
i.e., by setting Ẽ(z, ω > ωr) = 0, where Ẽ(z, ω) ≡
(2π)−1/2 ∫

R
E(z, t) exp(−iωt)dt. The cutoff frequency ωr

is determined by the accessible frequencies in the labora-
tory. The electric field pulse generated by such frequency-
truncated spectral distribution is given by

Etruncated(z, t) = 1
π

∫
R

E(z, s) sin [ωr(t− s)]
t− s

ds, (S14)

where E(z, s) is the original electromagnetic field pulse
(Eq. 2 in the main text). For the range of σf and
df considered in the main article (df/λ0 & 10 and
σf/λ0 . 0.5λ0), one can show that this truncated field
remains a good approximation for E(z, t) for upper cut-
offs as low as ωr = 2ωc or, in other words, the electric
field profile is not significantly modified after removing
its higher frequency components. This suggests that the
self-compressing pulses could be realistically engineered
in a hollow waveguide, provided that the applied driving
approximates well enough the condition in Eq. (S13).

Classical field approximation and extension to
multiple qubits

Throughout the article we have considered the electric
field as a classical variable, i.e. , we have assumed â(k) =
〈â(k)〉+δâ(k) ≈ 〈â(k)〉. The contribution of the quantum
fluctuations to the interaction with a single qubit can be
estimated by the quantity Ωq ≡ [〈Ω̂†q(d, t)Ω̂q(d, t)〉]1/2,
where the operator is Ω̂q(d, t) is defined as

Ω̂q(d, t) = −ideg
∫

R

√
~ω(k)

2ε0
fz(k; z)e−iω(k)tâ(k)dk,

(S15)
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and the expected value is calculated on a thermal state
with temperature T . For the high intensity pulses consid-
ered here, the value of Ωq is several orders of magnitude
smaller than the classical coupling at an arbitrary time
and position inside the waveguide. Therefore, one can
neglect the quantum fluctuations in the interaction with
the pulse with a single qubit.

We now consider an ensemble of Nq qubits of internal
frequencies ωq situated in an array along the symmetry
axis of the waveguide. The dynamics of the emitters are
independent if the following conditions are fulfilled: first,
if the classical field approximation is valid for each single
qubit, and secondly, if the electric field scattered by each
qubit can be neglected. We have already proved that
the first condition holds. Let us now look at the latter.
We denote by U0 the energy of the incoming pulse. The
energy scattered by each single qubit, denoted by Usc,
is upper bounded by Udipole, where Udipole is the energy
radiated by a classical dipole oscillating at the transition
frequency ωq situated at the compression distance of the
pulse. The power P radiated by such a dipole inside a
hollow cylindrical waveguide can be calculated using the
formalism of dyadic Green functions [45], which yields

P = |deg|
2
c

4πε0R4
p2

01
J2

1 (p01)
ωq√

ω2
q − ω2

c

, (S16)

where deg is the amplitude of the dipole moment. The
energy radiated by the oscillating dipole is then Udipole =
P ×∆τ, where ∆τ is the interaction time with the pulse,
estimated by the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the coupling function at d = df ,

∆τ =
4ησf

√
2 log (2)

c
√

1− 2η2

k2
cσ

2
f

log (2)
, (S17)

where kc = ωc/c and η, σf are pulse parameters. For
the pulse used in Figs. 2 and 3 of the main text,
ν ≡ Udipole/U0 ' 0.079. Therefore, the fraction of energy
scattered by each qubit to the pulse is Usc/U0 < ν � 1.
The dynamics of Nq +1 emitters are then decoupled pro-
vided that the total energy scattered by the previous Nq
qubits remains much smaller than the energy of the in-
coming pulse, namely Nqν � 1. As a consequence, we
predict that our model applies for ensembles of at least
Nq ≈ 10 qubits. We remark that this is a conservative
estimation based on the upper bound for the scattered
energy.

EXAMPLE: MULTI-LAYER PHOTONIC
CRYSTAL

In this section we analyse how to implement the
chirped self-compressing pulse in a particular photonic

FIG. S1. Dispersion relation ωn(k) of a multi-layer film in
the first Brillouin zone, showing the first three bands (solid
lines). Quadratic approximation of the dispersion relation of
the second band (dashed line). Parameters of the photonic
crystal: c2 = 0.3c1, ε1 = 11.1ε2, b = 0.5a, v ' 0.88c1.

crystal. The implementation follows analogous steps as
the one introduced in the previous section. We consider
an infinite multi-layer photonic crystal constituted by a
material with linear response to electromagnetic fields,
characterized by a relative permeability µ = 1 and a rel-
ative permittivity ε(r), defined by

ε(r) =
{
ε1 for 0 ≤ z < b

ε2 for b ≤ z < a,
(S18)

where the pattern is repeated along the z direction, i.e.
ε(r + naez) = ε(r), where n ∈ Z. The length a denotes
the unit cell of the crystal, and b satisfies b < a. We note
that the results can be extended to photonic crystals with
other periodic translation symmetries.
The electric and magnetic field operator inside the pho-

tonic crystal can be expressed in terms of the electro-
magnetic field modes in the same way as introduced in
Eq. (S1) and Eq. (S2). In this case, the electromagnetic
field modes fα(r) are the solutions to the eigenmode equa-
tion in Eq. (S3), with the permittivity given by Eq. (S18)
and the boundary conditions ez ×

(
f2
α − f1

α

)
= 0 at each

layer interface. Due to the continuous translation invari-
ance of the system along the x and y directions, and the
discrete translation invariance along the z direction, the
eigenmodes are Bloch functions [46], i.e. , they are of the
form

fα(r) = eikzuα(z), (S19)

where we have set k = kez for modes propagating along
the z direction. Here uα(z) is a periodic function of the
lattice period a, uα(z + la) = uα(z), for l ∈ Z. For
the multi-layer crystal, the eigenmodes are characterized
by the multi-index α = (s, n, k), and can be denoted by
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fα(r) = fs,n(k; r), where k ∈ R is the wavenumber of the
mode along the z direction, n ∈ N is the band index, and
s = ± denotes two degenerate modes for each pair (n, k)
[47]. The dispersion relation of the modes is given by the
implicit equation [46]

tan (ka) =

√
4

α2(ω) − 1, (S20)

where

α(ω) = 2 cos
(
bω

c1

)
cos
(
ω(a− b)

c2

)
(S21)

−

(
c2

1 + c2
2) sin

(
bω
c1

)
sin
(
ω(a−b)
c2

)
c1c2

, (S22)

and the velocities c1, c2 represent the group velocity
within each layer, defined as c1 ≡ c/

√
ε1, c2 ≡ c/

√
ε2.

Fig. S1 shows the band structure in the first Brillouin
zone stemming from Eq. (S20). One can see that the dis-
persion relation of the second band is quadratic around
k ' π/a, and can thus be approximated by

ω2(k) = ωc + 1
2
v2

ωc

(
k − π

a

)2
, (S23)

where ωc is the cutoff frequency of the second band and
v is the curvature. More specifically, the quadratic ap-
proximation holds for k ∈ [π/a − 3/4, π/a + 3/4], i.e. ,
in this range the quadratic dispersion differs by less than
1% from the exact one.

The electric field inside the photonic crystal restricting
to the dynamics within the second band then reads

Ê(r, t)=i
∑
s

∫ π/a

−π/a

√
~ω2(k)

2ε0
[fs,2(k; r)âs,2(k)(t)−H.c.]dk,

(S24)
where fs,2(k; r) = eikzus,2(k; z). In a similar fashion to
the previous section, we assume that the modes with s =
+ of the photonic crystal are prepared in a coherent state
with an amplitude α(k) given by

α (k) = 1√
ω2(k)

eiφe−
σ2
f

2 (k−(k0+π/a))2
ei

df
2k0

(k−(k0+π/a))2
,

(S25)
where k0, df and σf are free parameters, while the modes
with s = − are not populated. The expected value of the
electric field is then given by Eq. (S24) with 〈âs,2(k)(t)〉 =
α(k) exp (−iω2(k)t). Notice that then the expression of
〈Ê(r, t)〉 has a similar form to that in Eq. (S6), with the
important difference that the modes have an additional
position dependence.

If the function u+,2(k; z) varies slowly compared to
the amplitude α (k), it is possible to apply the enve-
lope approximation, mainly to approximate u+,2(k; z) '
u+,2(k0 +π/a; z), where k0 +π/a is the carrier wavenum-
ber of the pulse in Eq. (S25). Under this approximation,

FIG. S2. (a) Energies of the bare (Eg, Ee) and dressed states
(E±) of the qubit in the Landau-Zener process in Eq. (S26).
(b) Detuning (left axis) and coupling strength (right axis)
as a function of time for 4 different positions of the qubit
(see inset). Parameters used: ω0/ωc = 1.005, df/λ0 = 18,
σf/λ0 = 0.35, Ω0/ωc = 0.038.

the evolution of the field corresponds to a chirped pulse
that self-compresses at a position df with a spot size
σf , multiplied by a position dependent function. The
maximum compression happens at a time tf = ηdf/v,
where η ≡ kc/(k0 + π/a) and kc ≡ ωc/v. One can
show numerically that the envelope approximation holds
in the parameter regime where the pulse lies in the
quadratic part of the dispersion relation of the second
band. For the parameters of the photonic crystal shown
in Fig. S1, this corresponds to pulses with k0a . 10−1

and σf/a & 3. The minimum spot size compared to the
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FIG. S3. Ground state population of the qubit after the inter-
action with the pulse (τ(d) = 2tf + ηd/v) as a function of the
distance d to the center of the waveguide, for different qubit
decay rates Γ. Parameters used: ωq/ωc = ω0/ωc = 1.005,
df/λ0 = 18, σf/λ0 = 0.35, Ω0/λ0 = 0.038.

free space wavelength of the emitter, λq = 2πv/ωc, is
then lower bounded by σf/λq & 1.

ADDITIONAL FIGURES

Fig. S2(a) shows the instantaneous eigenenergies of the
Landau-Zener Hamiltonian

ĤLZ

~
=
(ω0

2 + ∆(d, t)
)
σ̂z + g(d, t)

2 (σ̂+ + σ̂−) , (S26)

as a function of the detuning ∆(d, t). The energies fea-
ture an avoided crossing around ∆(t, d) = 0 with a gap

proportional to the coupling strength g(t, d). However,
since the coupling strength is time-dependent and only
has positive values for a certain time interval, the gap is
not always open. When the gap is closed (g(t, d) = 0),
the eigenstates coincide with the two internal states of
the qubit, and their energies are equal to the bare en-
ergies (dashed lines in the figure). Fig. S2(b) shows the
time dependence of the detuning ∆(d, t) and the coupling
strength g(d, t) due to the interaction between the quan-
tum emitter and the self-compressing pulse, for different
positions (x0, y0, d) of the emitter. In the figures one can
see that the relation between the two relevant timescales,
namely the timescale at which the detuning changes sign
and the timescale at which the gap opens and closes, de-
pend critically on the qubit position, leading to the dy-
namics explained in the main article. The opening and
closing times of the gap, denoted by to and tc, can be
estimated by the extremes of the FWHM of the function
g(d, t). The width σq is defined as σq ≡ d2 − d1, where
d1 (d2) is the position for which tc (to) coincides with the
change of sign of the detuning ∆(d, t). One can numeri-
cally show that the width σq is directly proportional to
the spot size of the pulse, σq/σf ≈ 1.34.

Figure S3 shows the ground state population of a qubit
placed at the position (x0, y0, d) after the interaction with
the pulse, for different qubit spontaneous decay rates Γ in
the range Γ/ωq ∈ [10−7, 10−4]. One can see that even for
decay rates as large as Γ/ωq = 10−4, there is a significant
imprint of the self-compressing pulse on the population
of a qubit placed at the compression point z = df . The
robustness of such imprint against qubit loss stems from
the fast qubit-pulse interaction, which happens at much
shorter timescales than the dissipation of the qubit.
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